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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

Bullers Albatross by Richard Wells, taken in Perseverance Inlet 

allows for discards of SPD that 
are “likely to survive”. Inshore Following a recent meeting held 
vessels can at times land many between MNZ, MFish and 
tons of SPD and weight/space fisherman to work through safety 
and stability issues arise if these issues and exemption require-
are not discarded off the deck. From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross, ments affecting inshore trawlers 
They block scuppers and use all MBE (Mighty Big Eater) when the new Gazette notice 
room on deck. At times 1 to 2 2008 (F431) comes into force 1 All’s going well here at HQ, the big steel hours are required to separate Sept 08, the Chief Executive lunch boxes are still fishing in 6T so the out a few cases of quota species may grant exemption from free feeds are still coming, the chicks are from tons of SPD. Under this discharge restrictions. However, getting bigger and demanding plenty of notice the net could not be only when the Chief Executive is food. My lot are all present and accounted deployed during this time, losing satisfied that compliance with for, captures of my big cousins are low too much fishing time out of the the requirements would be again this season, but numbers are up day.unsafe for the vessel.slightly on Sootys getting tangled up in 
MNZ and MFish agreed some nets. If I have told them once I have told In the current Notice, no person 
form of stability information them a thousand times, keep way from operating a vessel 28m or less 
would be required to show the net! for the purposes of trawling may 
evidence that compliance with discharge offal or fish on more 

My long-range scouts tell me there have this notice will effect the than one occasion per tow. This 
been meetings arranged by MFish & operators ability to maintain the is a very grey area and open to 
Maritime NZ (MNZ) advising vessel safe operation of the vessel.  interpretation. The words “one 
operators on exemption procedures to the  Safety factors that may arise occasion” could mean discharge 
“offal control rules”, due out for trawlers 1 include: reasonable deck space, for 30 mins if one has a constant 
September. open scuppers, free surface amount of offal to discard? The 

effects and stability issues.  It's discard occasion will need to be This gazette notice does not allow for the estimated that only 20% of “one event” discharge of SPD while fishing (unless the inshore vessels would have a full 
SPD is likely to survive). The sixth The sixth schedule of the Act stability book that would give 
schedule of the 96 Act does allow for the allows for discarding SPD dead them the required information. 
discharge of SPD dead or alive. If you’re or alive. This Gazette notice only The cost of getting this done by a 
going to have to stop fishing for several 
hours while sorting through the bag of 
SPD for the removal of other quota, then 
why bother fishing at all!? This will not 
happen. Fisherman will have to shoot the 
gear and deal with the deck load of fish 
later and this is when stability becomes a 
real safety concern. A little birdy tells me 
MNZ is not happy with the seabird offal 
control measures for inshore trawlers. 
Stability issues lead to around half of all 
fatalities in this sector. Making inshore 
trawlers hold offal, and more importantly, 
whole fish onboard for extended periods 
is going to have an impact on these 
figures in the future. MNZ may very well 
front up this time; get the gloves off! Why  
place the lives of fisherman at risk 
especially when most inshore vessels 
pose a very low risk to seabirds.
Chow Albert

Exemption from discharge restric-
tions



naval architect would be prohibitive! 
Some supporting information from 
your SSM Company and surveyor 
should be enough to establish safety 
issues for each vessel. 

MNZ accident information indicates 
there have been 148 fishing vessel 
deaths in 15 years, of which capsize 
accounted for 41%. While adverse 
weather conditions, combined with 
skippers’ poor judgment calls to sail or 
work in adverse weather, accounted 
for 70% of these cases, stability was a 
causal or contributing factor in 50% of 
these casualties. Overloading, vessel 
modifications, improper loading. 
Common to this was skippers’ 
general lack of awareness of stability 
issues.

would assess applications for Warp strike: size and area of the warp 
The agreed basis by which MFish exemption were: danger zone; offal discharges into the 

- Stability information warp danger zone; management and 
- Surveyor assessment of impact condition of mitigation devices; height 
- Health and safety assessment of  of the blocks; placement of blocks 

impact (potentially via FishSafe inboard/ou tboa rd ; cond it ion of  
mentors) warps/sprags.  

- Operational narrative from 
Net capture: 

skipper
1. Time the net is on the surface for 

extended periods increases the 
risk of capture, gear failure, type 

Each time we carry out seabird and size of the nets, time between 
vessel trials, or we investigate hauling and shooting, vessel turns 
large multiple captures, we find out with the net on the surface, 
more about what can increase the mending nets while in the 
risks of seabird capture. There are  water.
many factors influencing seabird 
captures. 2. Offal attractant, offal discharge 

when hauling or shooting, Environmental: proximity to 
remov ing  s t i ckers  be fo re  breeding rookeries; birds feeding 
shooting.ready for, or on, their migration 

route; time of year; weather; swell Assessing the risks to seabirds and 
and wind conditions. applying immediate appropriate 

controls using the best available General: onboard management 
k n o w l e d g e  a n d  o n b o a r d  and offal control from factory 
management practices will greatly sumps and scuppers; continuous 
reduce seabird captures. discharge; types/size of offal; 
We can only target the main points. frequency of discharge; prop 
There are so many combinations of rotation/wash; fishing method; 
the factors above and only fisherman gear type; vessel discharge 
out on the water can make the location/distance in relation to the 
necessary operational changes stern; shape of the vessel stern; 
depending on the circumstances they numbers of other vessels in the 
are confronted with at the time.immediate area.

Vessel risk assessment for trawlers

WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

The cousin of last month:
Salvins Albatross

These cousins earned their name 
because of the way they peck at the 

water to capture prey and their 
presence around Cape of Good 

Hope, South Africa.

If you know the name of this bird then email 
your answer, name, postal address and date 

of publication to albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap 
and the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds”
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